PERDITA FLATS
402 Wood Street
City of Ithaca, New York
February 1, 2019

Project Description
Applicant is proposing to construct a three-story residential building on a vacant lot in the Southside
Neighborhood of Ithaca. The building will include four rental units priced at market rate: one 3-bedroom
unit, two 1-bedroom units, and one 2-bedroom unit. The first-floor unit will meet ADA requirements for
accessibility. The parcel is located in the R-3b Zoning District.

Narrative
The proposed new building is to be constructed on an empty lot at the northwest corner of Wood and
Fair Streets, within the Greater Southside Neighborhood Planning Area. It will be a three-story structure,
approximately 34 feet 6 inches in height (32 feet 3 inches median roof height), and with a 36-foot by 38foot footprint, plus a six-foot by twelve-foot front porch.
The architecture will be compatible with the neighborhood, and will use natural and sustainable
materials for the exterior siding and trim. Colors are yet to be determined, but will be drawn from a
palette of historically referential precedents.

Site Work and Landscape Plan
The site will be thoughtfully landscaped with an emphasis on the garden space in the front of the
building, on the Wood Street side. The owners of the property are gardeners at their own home, in
Ithaca, and see the value of making this same opportunity available to their future tenants. This, along
with a shared porch entryway and shared upper balcony, will create spaces for serendipitous interaction
between the residents as well as with passersby on the street; both of these elements are critical pieces
of the design.
We will review the landscape and grading plans with the City Stormwater Officer as part of our final
permit plans; regardless, the design will follow the accepted best practices, and will include rainwater
harvesting and a dry well. The property is within the 100-year flood plain, and is essentially flat. During
construction, the property will be protected by a 6-foot chain link fence and a continuous silt fence at
the property line (equal to the limits of construction). (See attached Erosion Control and Construction
Plan.)
Planters and fencing will be made of untreated and rot-resistant lumber, either locust or larch. The
perimeter fence at the front of the property will either be wood as well, or a manufactured steel type.
The walkways within the site will be broom-finished concrete and the spaces between the planter boxes
are to be wood chip over a compacted subgrade. See the Site Details page for more information.
Tree protection will consist of chain link fencing, constructed in compliance with the Master Plan,
Inventory, and Arboricultural Guidelines for the Public Trees of the City of Ithaca, New York, and is
described graphically on the attached construction and demolition plans. The fencing will be of the chain
link type, a minimum of four feet high relative to grade, and will protect to the limits of the critical root
zone or further, within the limits of the parking strip. No material storage will occur within this

protected zone, and the fencing will be marked as such. Tree planting will similarly comply with the
Master Plan. See the Site Details page for drawings.

Construction Activity Plan
There is no expectation for road closure, and the sidewalk will only be closed intermittently during
material deliveries. The truck hauling routes will reach the site from Meadow Street/Highway 13 via
Wood Street to the parcel, <600 feet distant from the Meadow/Wood St. intersection. All residential
street truck access, therefore, will be the one block of Wood Street that is between Fair St. and Meadow
St. (Note detail on Vicinity Map.)
Stormwater and erosion control practices are described on the Erosion Control and Construction Plan.

Energy
The finished structure will be ‘net zero’, defined as a building that produces more energy than it uses
operationally over the course of a calendar year. This and other related sustainability goals will be
achieved using the following strategies and techniques:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Photovoltaic array mounted on top of the south-facing roof planes sized to meet all the energy
needs of the building (no fossil fuels will be used anywhere in the building);
Super-insulated building envelope with triple-glazed windows, double-stud framing, and a
continuous thermal break;
Maximized natural daylighting potential to minimize the reliance on artificial lighting;
High-efficiency lighting fixtures, EnergyStar appliances, low-flow plumbing fixtures, heat pump
domestic hot water heaters, and air-source heat pumps for heating and cooling demands;
Rainwater harvesting;
Natural materials and finishes that meet WELL standards for low-emissions and non-toxicity;
Onsite covered bicycle storage;
Native plantings.

The owners will be applying for incentives from the NYSERDA Low-Rise Residential New Construction
Program, which requires EPA Energy Star certification and a HERS Index of ≤10. In addition, they are
hoping to attain the Zero Carbon Petal of the Living Building Challenge.
When comparing the metrics of the Ithaca Green Building Policy Easy Path to the building design, it
achieves a score of 17 points (6 are required). Both STREAM and the owners are committed to
demonstrating high levels of sustainability and so are continuing to explore additional possibilities for
further reduction in energy use. Beyond this, we are also minimizing the environmental impacts of our
material choices, both in terms of embodied energy and in manufacturing impacts.

Tompkins County Energy Recommendations for New Construction
1. ENERGY STAR Products
All appliances will be ENERGY STAR rated, and all water fixtures will comply with the EPA’s Water
Sense requirements. In addition, water conservation will be enhanced through the use of rainwater
harvesting for garden irrigation.

2. Heat Pumps
None of the energy equipment in the building will use fossil fuels, and the electricity demand will be
minimized through the use of modern, high-performance heat pumps, both for space heating and
cooling, as well as for domestic hot water heating and clothes drying.
3. Renewable Energy
The form of the building is largely dictated by the requirement for a south-facing roof area to hold a
photovoltaic array that is expected to meet the annual energy use of the tenants. Insolation studies
will be used to verify this. Roof penetrations will all come through the north half of the gable to
avoid impinging on the solar collection potential. The slope of the roof is 4:12, or 18.4 degrees.
While this may seem too flat a slope, according to the National Renewable Energy Laboratory solar
calculations, this creates an efficiency loss of only 3% from the 30-degree angle. Regardless, we will
look at a 25-degree tilt angle for the panels.
4. Energy-Efficient Building Design
We have addressed this point with: a simple building form that minimizes exposed envelope and
potentially leaky transitions between elements; a window-to-wall ratio between 12% and 14%
overall; a highly thermally-resistive exterior envelope, including, for example, a double-stud wall
with a continuous thermal break between stud walls, each filled with mineral wool insulation and
overall 10 ½ inches thick (R-4.2/in. = nominal R-44.1, significantly better than the code minimum of
R-20 - 24); a roof insulation scheme that achieves R-60; triple-glazed windows with a SHGC selected
for direction of exposure; carefully-sized overhangs and window awnings that allow for passive solar
heat in winter but block sun during the cooling season; and the incorporation of best practices
related to minimizing air infiltration, including an entry vestibule, careful air sealing around all
openings and transitions between walls and floors, and a blower-door test upon completion of the
air barrier portion of the envelope, with the goal of achieving 1.5 ACH at 50 pascal.
5. Lighting
While the window-to-wall ratio is kept low to minimize thermal transfer, the window placement and
interior surface color and reflectivity is such that daylighting potential will be optimized. All lighting
will be of the LED type, and common areas will have occupancy sensors with short delays. The
exterior lighting will be of the sharp cut-off type, dual light level, with a photo-sensor and motion
sensor controlled, and will only be placed in areas required for safety of access, such as the porch,
the ramp, and the walkways. We are planning to have a careful lighting design and fixture choices to
have 0.2 W/sqft for an overall building LPD (Lighting Power Density), which is 50-60% less than
required by the energy code.
6. High-Efficiency Heating and Cooling
The heating and cooling will be provided by high-performance extreme-weather multi- or mini-split
type air-source heat pumps (ASHPs). The rated efficiencies will be well-beyond the 15%
improvement that is required by the energy code. The heating and cooling distribution systems will
be only in the conditioned spaces. An energy recovery ventilation strategy will be provided for the
ventilation, which will be designed separately from heating and cooling systems. There will not be
any ductwork for heating and cooling. The ventilation ductwork will be assessed for leakage, and if
leakage greater than 10%, then will seal chases and shafts with aerosol duct sealing process. Highefficiency domestic hot water (DHW) heater will be heat-pump type with rated efficiencies
substantially higher (over about 150% more efficient with annual COP over 2.5) than required by the
energy code.

7. Whole Building Energy Modeling
The property owners of this project are both professionals in the energy engineering and
sustainability fields, with twenty years of experience in energy modeling/simulation software and
technology. They have begun testing the design against the high energy-efficiency goals for the
building and, to optimize the building design, will authorize design changes to improve the results, if
necessary. They’ve also built a zero-energy single-family home few years ago, named Hemsin House,
as their own primary residence; this was part of the 2017 Ithaca Green Building Open House Tour.
In virtually every way, this building will be an example of what is possible for new construction in terms
of reduced energy use and a complete lack of reliance on fossil fuels.

Other Information
Soil Study and Engineering Reports
The site is within the 100-year flood plain and experience with other projects downtown suggests that
we may need to incorporate a soil improvement strategy into the foundation design, most likely a grade
beam supported by wood piles, together supporting a concrete crawl-space type foundation, the top
edge of which will be three feet above the base flood elevation. Soil engineering will be commissioned
as part of final foundation design.

Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment (ESA)
No ESA has been conducted at the site, to the best of the owners’ knowledge, however we deem it
unnecessary given that it doesn’t present any of the normal indicators for possible contamination,
including:
·
·
·

No visible evidence of contamination, such as vegetative die-back or chemical residue;
No evident risk from neighboring properties since they are all residential;
No above-ground storage tanks, and no evidence of any underground tanks.

While the site is, according to the NYSDEC Environmental Mapper tool, within 2,000 feet of two
remediation sites, neither of these is adjacent to the subject parcel. The first site is DEC ID# 755010,
which is the Morse Industrial Corporation at 620 South Aurora Street, the edge of which is 1,380 feet
from the subject parcel. The remediation here is classified as Complete. The second parcel is DEC ID#
755015 at 609-625 West Clinton Street, a brownfield site with an environmental easement attached to
it. This is within the 2000-foot radius (1,275’ distant), but is on the other side of Sixmile Creek and
therefore isolated from the project site. Both DEC reports are attached to this document.

Conformance with Ithaca’s Long-Term Planning Goals
Ithaca is in need of housing of all types, across all income ranges, in particular in locations that are
walkable and served by transit and carsharing services. By placing housing near these transportation
options, we can reduce dependency on the private automobile and help reduce overall traffic volumes
in the city. Though not a large development, it is an example of how housing can be created in a manner
which is respectful to our existing neighborhoods, and can be provided by local property owners rather
than large development corporations.
The residential portion of the block currently has a density of 9.8 dwelling units per acre. With the
addition of the four new units, this number will go up to 11.0. The owners anticipate a family living in

the three-bedroom unit on the first floor, and a mix of professionals and graduate or undergraduate
students living on the upper floors.
By creating housing within the Southside Neighborhood, the project will help further the goals of both
the City of Ithaca Comprehensive Plan as well as the Greater Southside Neighborhood Plan (September
2018 draft) that call for increased density within the city limits, and for medium-density residential
development at the specific parcel in question. This designation anticipates both single- and two-family
homes, as well as multi-family housing and apartments, and encourages infill housing on vacant sites,
such as this one.
The variances requested not only allow a dwelling unit to be inserted gracefully into a walkable
neighborhood, but also protect the natural quality of the neighborhood by preventing the destruction of
greenspace for parking.
The extensive measures being undertaken to lower the operational energy consumption of the building
are true to the spirit of the draft Ithaca Green Building Policy, and go beyond those requirements. It is
hoped that this building will stand as an exemplar of new multi-family housing that is economically
viable, environmentally benign, and architecturally harmonious with the neighborhood and the city.

Requested Variances
Section 325-20. Off-Street Parking
The zoning ordinance requires one off-street parking space per dwelling unit in this zone. The proposed
site plan includes a two-car driveway, with the cars parked end-to-end, within the side yard setback and
alongside the west property line. A utility pole is located in the parking strip three feet from the rear
property line, which would force any rear driveway to be further offset and therefore cause the building
footprint to consume more of the valuable southern front yard, intended for gardening.
Given that this property is located on a corner lot, and further that there is ample free on-street parking
available at all hours of the day here, the necessity for off-street parking is obviated. In addition, there
are two bus lines within a short walking distance, an Ithaca Car Share car a quarter-mile away, and the
Ithaca Commons is three-quarters of a mile from the corner of Wood and Fair Streets. The project will
include covered and secure bicycle parking for the tenants.
To accommodate all four required spaces on the lot would require the construction of a ‘parking area’.
Since such an area is not permitted within the side or rear setbacks, that would mean that a significant
portion of the front yard would need to be devoted to this purpose, with the result that this parking
area would become the dominant visual feature of the project. In addition, the remaining lot area for
this parking is insufficient to accommodate the spaces and turnarounds necessary for four vehicles to
safely maneuver.
We seek a variance for the requirement of the additional two parking spaces.

Section 325-8. District Regulations: Rear Yard Dimensions
While we agree with the rationale that says houses should not normally be sited at the rear of their lots,
in this case there are good reasons to do so. For one, this is a corner lot, so the ‘side’ setback, on Fair
Street, is only ten feet. In effect, there are two ‘front’ yards. This creates that engagement between the
building and the public domain that is so important in a healthy residential setting.
On the southern, Wood Street side, the desire is to maximize the solar exposure, not only for PV panels
on the roof and some passive solar heating inside the building, but also for what is hoped to be a
productive and vigorous garden space in the front, between the porch and the sidewalk. This garden,
then, will provide that connection between the building and the public space adjacent.
If we were to keep the twenty-foot rear setback, the space on the north would be far less active and
useful than that on the south since it would be shaded for much of the year. The gardening potential
would be very much diminished as a result.
We did explore the idea of orienting the building to Fair Street, but determined that doing so would
compromise the plan: there is a central stairway core to the building that runs north-south; by rotating
the building by 90 degrees one of the units would be left with no south light. It would also make it more
difficult to gracefully reconcile the E-W ridgeline (necessary for PV) with the interior layout.
The relatively shallow depth of the lot (66 feet) makes the rear setback especially burdensome. When
combined with the front yard minimum of ten feet, only 36 feet of building depth remain. It is difficult to
fit a multi-family house into what’s left without overly compressing the interior floor plan or eliminating
the front porch. When all setbacks are deducted from the parcel, less than 42% of the area remains
available for building. We seek a variance for the rear yard setback from twenty feet to five feet.
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Short Environmental Assessment Form
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Instructions for Completing
Part 1 - Project Information. The applicant or project sponsor is responsible for the completion of Part 1. Responses
become part of the application for approval or funding, are subject to public review, and may be subject to further verification.
Complete Part 1 based on information currently available. If additional research or investigation would be needed to fully
respond to any item, please answer as thoroughly as possible based on current information.
Complete all items in Part 1. You may also provide any additional information which you believe will be needed by or useful
to the lead agency; attach additional pages as necessary to supplement any item.
Part 1 - Project and Sponsor Information
Name of Action or Project:
PERDITA FLATS

Project Location (describe, and attach a location map):
402 WOOD STREET, ITHACA, NY

Brief Description of Proposed Action:
NEW NET-ZERO MULTIFAMILY BUILDING; 4 UNITS
PROPERTY OWNERS:
COURTNEY ROYAL AND UMIT SIRT
1143 PERRY CITY ROAD, ITHACA, NY 14850

Name of Applicant or Sponsor:

Telephone:

NOAH DEMAREST; STREAM COLLABORATIVE

E-Mail:

607-216-8802

noah@streamcolab.com

Address:
108 W. State Street

City/PO:
ITHACA

State:

Zip Code:

NY

14850

1. Does the proposed action only involve the legislative adoption of a plan, local law, ordinance,
administrative rule, or regulation?
If Yes, attach a narrative description of the intent of the proposed action and the environmental resources that
may be affected in the municipality and proceed to Part 2. If no, continue to question 2.

NO

2. Does the proposed action require a permit, approval or funding from any other governmental Agency?
If Yes, list agency(s) name and permit or approval:

NO

3.a. Total acreage of the site of the proposed action?
b. Total acreage to be physically disturbed?
c. Total acreage (project site and any contiguous properties) owned
or controlled by the applicant or project sponsor?

Forest
✔ Parkland

Agriculture

Aquatic

1BHFPG

✔

✔

0.108 acres
___________
___________
0.108 acres
0.108
___________acres

4. Check all land uses that occur on, adjoining and near the proposed action.
Rural (non-agriculture)
Industrial ✔ Commercial
✔ Urban

YES

Residential (suburban)

Other (specify): _________________________

YES

5. Is the proposed action,
a. A permitted use under the zoning regulations?

NO

YES

N/A

6. Is the proposed action consistent with the predominant character of the existing built or natural
landscape?

NO

YES

7. Is the site of the proposed action located in, or does it adjoin, a state listed Critical Environmental Area?
If Yes, identify: __________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

NO

YES

8. a. Will the proposed action result in a substantial increase in traffic above present levels?

NO

b. Consistent with the adopted comprehensive plan?

✔
YES

✔
b. Are public transportation service(s) available at or near the site of the proposed action?
c. Are any pedestrian accommodations or bicycle routes available on or near site of the proposed action?
9. Does the proposed action meet or exceed the state energy code requirements?
If the proposed action will exceed requirements, describe design features and technologies:
NET
ZERO CONSTRUCTION: SUPER-INSULATED ENVELOPE, PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM ON ROOF, AIR-SOURCE
_______________________________________________________________________________________
HEAT
PUMPS, RAINWATER HARVESTING, DAYLIGHTING STRATEGIES
_______________________________________________________________________________________
10. Will the proposed action connect to an existing public/private water supply?

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

12. a. Does the site contain a structure that is listed on either the State or National Register of Historic
Places?
b. Is the proposed action located in an archeological sensitive area?

NO

YES

13. a. Does any portion of the site of the proposed action, or lands adjoining the proposed action, contain
wetlands or other waterbodies regulated by a federal, state or local agency?

NO

If No, describe method for providing potable water: ______________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
11. Will the proposed action connect to existing wastewater utilities?
If No, describe method for providing wastewater treatment: ________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

b. Would the proposed action physically alter, or encroach into, any existing wetland or waterbody?
If Yes, identify the wetland or waterbody and extent of alterations in square feet or acres: _______________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

✔
✔
YES

✔
✔

14. Identify the typical habitat types that occur on, or are likely to be found on the project site. Check all that apply:
Shoreline
Forest
Agricultural/grasslands
Early mid-successional
✔ Urban
Wetland
✔ Suburban
15. Does the site of the proposed action contain any species of animal, or associated habitats, listed
by the State or Federal government as threatened or endangered?

NO

16. Is the project site located in the 100 year flood plain?

NO

YES

17. Will the proposed action create storm water discharge, either from point or non-point sources?
If Yes,
YES
a. Will storm water discharges flow to adjacent properties?
NO

NO

YES

b. Will storm water discharges be directed to established conveyance systems (runoff and storm drains)?
YES
If Yes, briefly describe:
NO
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

Page 2 of

YES

✔

✔

18. Does the proposed action include construction or other activities that result in the impoundment of
water or other liquids (e.g. retention pond, waste lagoon, dam)?
If Yes, explain purpose and size: ____________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

NO

19. Has the site of the proposed action or an adjoining property been the location of an active or closed
solid waste management facility?
If Yes, describe: _________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

NO

20. Has the site of the proposed action or an adjoining property been the subject of remediation (ongoing or
completed) for hazardous waste?
If Yes, describe: __________________________________________________________________________
NYSDEC
ID#'s 755010 and 755015; neither site is actually adjacent to the subject parcel. More detail is included in project
_______________________________________________________________________________________
narrative.
_______________________________________________________________________________________

NO

YES

✔
YES

✔
YES

I AFFIRM THAT THE INFORMATION PROVIDED ABOVE IS TRUE AND ACCURATE TO THE BEST OF MY
KNOWLEDGE
Noah Demarest, STREAM Collaborative
Applicant/sponsor name: ___________________________________________

Signature: _______________________________________________________

PRINT FORM

1BHFPG

JANUARY 29, 2019
Date: ___________________________
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1. INLET PROTECTION INSTALLED ON DRAINAGE STRUCTURES TO RECEIVE RUNOFF
FROM DISTURBED AREAS OF SITE AND WHERE DIRECTED BY CITY OF ITHACA.
2. INSTALL SILT FENCE OR SEDIMENT LOGS AT PERIMETER OF SITE AND ON SITE
DOWNGRADE OF AREAS TO BE DISTURBED PRIOR TO BEGINNING DEMOLITION AND
EARTHWORK OPERATIONS.
3. USE EXISTING PAVED ROUTES FOR HAUL ROUTES FROM SITE
4. INSTALL STABILIZED ENTRANCES AT ALL POINTS OF EGRESS FROM DISTURBED
AREAS OF SITE ONTO PAVED SURFACES.
5. INSTALL DIVERSION SWALES, BERMS, AND/OR SAND BAG DIKES UPGRADE OF
PROPOSED BUILDING AS SOON AS POSSIBLE TO PREVENT RUNOFF FROM ENTERING
BUILDING EXCAVATION.
6. BEGIN EXCAVATION AND EARTHWORK OPERATIONS.
7. DEWATER EXCAVATIONS TO SILT BAG OR OTHER PRACTICE APPROVED BY CITY
OF ITHACA.
8. COMPLETE BUILDING FOUNDATION WALLS AND BACKFILL BUILDING.
9. COMPLETE UTILITIES AND SITE STORM SEWER IMPROVEMENTS.
10. COMPLETE INSTALLATION OF NEW SITE PAVING IMPROVEMENTS.
11. INSTALL LANDSCAPING, TOPSOIL, SEED, AND MULCH.
12. REMOVE SILT AND DEBRIS FROM STORM SEWERS AS NEEDED.
13. REMOVE ALL REMAINING TEMPORARY PRACTICES UPON FINAL STABILIZATION
OF SITE.

SEQUENCING

1. CONTRACTOR TO OBTAIN A BASIC SWPPP PERMIT FROM CITY DPW WATER AND
SEWER DIVISION, PAY ALL NECESSARY FEES, AND COMPLY WITH PERMIT REQUIREMENTS.
2. INSTALL SILT FENCE OR SEDIMENT LOGS AT DOWNGRADE PERIMETER OF SITE
PRIOR TO BEGINNING OF SITE DISTURBANCE, TO BE MAINTAINED THROUGHOUT
PROJECT AND REPLACED AS NECESSARY.
3. SURFACE RUNOFF FROM UPGRADE AREAS SHALL BE DIVERTED OR OTHERWISE
PREVENTED FROM FLOWING INTO BUILDING EXCAVATION OR THROUGH AREAS OF
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY.
4. RUNOFF FROM DISTURBED AREAS SHALL NOT BE DISCHARGED OFF SITE WITHOUT FIRST PASSING THROUGH A PROPERLY INSTALLED AND MAINTAINED SEDIMENT CONTROL PRACTICE.
5. DEWATERING OPERATIONS DISCHARGE TO A GEOTEXTILE FILTER BAG OR OTHER
APPROVED DEVICE.
6. CONTROL STRUCTURES TO BE INSPECTED, MAINTAINED, AND CLEANED AS NECESSARY DURING CONSTRUCTION.
7. INSTALL STABILIZED ENTRANCES AT ALL POINTS OF EGRESS FROM UNSTABILIZED
AREAS OF SITE AND MAINTAIN PROPER FUNCTION. PROVIDE TIRE WASH FACILITIES
AND PERFORM STREET CLEANING OPERATIONS AS NECESSARY.
8. INSTALL AND MAINTAIN INLET PROTECTION OF DOWNSTREAM DRAINAGE
STRUCTURES IN STREET PER CITY OF ITHACA DPW INSTRUCTION.
9. PERMANENT VEGETATION TO BE INSTALLED IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING FINAL
GRADING.
10. TEMPORARY OR PERMANENT SEED AND MULCH TO BE APPLIED TO DISTURBED
AREAS WITHIN 14 DAYS OF CLEARING.
11. EXCAVATED SOILS TO BE DISPOSED OF ACCORDING TO LOCAL, STATE, AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS.

GENERAL NOTES
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